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no detailed description available for national elections in western europe this work casts light on
contemporary arguments over social catholicism and the believer s role in society by illuminating a
similar dispute among french catholics during the modernist crisis 1909 1914 after being dominant
during about a century since its invention by baudouin de courtenay at the end of the nineteenth
century morpheme is more and more replaced by lexeme in contemporary descriptive and theoretical
morphology the notion of a lexeme is usually associated with the work of p h matthews 1972 1974 who
characterizes it as a lexical entity abstracting over individual inflected words over the last three decades
the lexeme has become a cornerstone of much work in both inflectional morphology and word formation
or as it is increasingly been called lexeme formation the papers in the present volume take stock of the
descriptive and theoretical usefulness of the lexeme but also adress many of the challenges met by
classical lexeme based theories of morphology reprint of the original first published in 1883 a
groundbreaking history of the last days of the french empire in africa as the french public debates its
present diversity and its colonial past few remember that between 1946 and 1960 the inhabitants of
french colonies possessed the rights of french citizens moreover they did not have to conform to the
french civil code that regulated marriage and inheritance one could in principle be a citizen and
different too citizenship between empire and nation examines momentous changes in notions of
citizenship sovereignty nation state and empire in a time of acute uncertainty about the future of a
world that had earlier been divided into colonial empires frederick cooper explains how african political
leaders at the end of world war ii strove to abolish the entrenched distinction between colonial subject
and citizen they then used their new status to claim social economic and political equality with other
french citizens in the face of resistance from defenders of a colonial order africans balanced their quest
for equality with a desire to express an african political personality they hoped to combine a degree of
autonomy with participation in a larger franco african ensemble french leaders trying to hold on to a
large french polity debated how much autonomy and how much equality they could concede both sides
looked to versions of federalism as alternatives to empire and the nation state the french government
had to confront the high costs of an empire of citizens while africans could not agree with french leaders
or among themselves on how to balance their contradictory imperatives cooper shows how both france
and its former colonies backed into more national conceptions of the state than either had sought
france ranks as the world s third largest arms exporter and supplies arms and military technology to
over a hundred countries this book exposes the compelling aims and interests national independence
security economic welfare foreign influence grandeur that explain the nation s successes in arms
production and transfers originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 reprint of the original first published
in 1883 why is the french international relations ir discipline different from the transnational american
discipline by analysing argument structures in research articles across time this book shows how the
discipline in france is caught between the american character of the discipline and the french state as
regulator of legitimate forms of expression concretely french research arguments are less explicit about
what their propositions are and what academic discussions they draw on and add to than their
transnational american counterparts based on a comparative case study of french and american ir
research from 1950 to 2011 the book is a major contribution to the meta ir literature on global regional
and national traditions of ir the challenge to the french discipline of whether and how to position itself in
relation to the evolving american discipline is in many ways exemplary for other non american national
ir disciplines and the choices as well as the structural conditions underlying the french case are relevant
to all non western disciplines the comparative analysis moreover reveals that the modern american
discipline what is considered as recognisable social science takes shape only during the 1970s the book
thus offers new knowledge about the discipline s international development as such both case and
methodology are interesting to larger audiences outside ir in the history and sociology of social science
contrastive rhetoric as well as french and cultural studies lexicon grammaticorum is a biographical and
bibliographical reference work on the history of all the world s traditions of linguistics each article
consists of a short definition details of the life work and influence of the subject and a primary and
secondary bibliography the authors include some of the most renowned linguistic scholars alive today
for the second edition twenty co editors were commissioned to propose articles and authors for their
areas of expertise thus this edition contains some 500 new articles by more than 400 authors from 25
countries in addition to the completely revised 1 500 articles from the first edition attention has been
paid to making the articles more reader friendly in particular by resolving abbreviations in the textual
sections key features essential reference book for linguists worldwide 500 new articles over 400
contributors of 25 countries trying to identify abbreviated titles of journals and standard bibliographic
works is a major difficulty facing researchers and librarians in the field of classical studies this revised
edition has been greatly expanded with nearly twice the abbreviations 17 000 and bibliographic entries
12 400 as the first edition also the greek and cyrillic abbreviations have increased by seven and four
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fold respectively abbreviations for internet sites are now included as are those for associations in the
broad area of classical studies there are also more entries for eastern european and regional
archaeological publications this revised volume is divided into two parts part one consists of an
alphabetical listing of bibliographic abbreviations found in the scholarship of classical studies and
related disciplines meanwhile part two is an alphabetically arranged bibliographic descriptions for the
works published in classical studies and related disciplines special efforts were made to increase the
coverage in peripheral areas making this new edition a useful reference tool for scholars in all subjects
of study in the ancient and medieval world in september 1958 guinea claimed its independence
rejecting a constitution that would have relegated it to junior partnership in the french community in all
the french empire guinea was the only territory to vote no orchestrating the no vote was the guinean
branch of the rassemblement démocratique africain rda an alliance of political parties with affiliates in
french west and equatorial africa and the united nations trusts of togo and cameroon although guinea s
stance vis à vis the 1958 constitution has been recognized as unique until now the historical roots of
this phenomenon have not been adequately explained clearly written and free of jargon cold war and
decolonization in guinea argues that guinea s vote for independence was the culmination of a decade
long struggle between local militants and political leaders for control of the political agenda since 1950
when rda representatives in the french parliament severed their ties to the french communist party
conservative elements had dominated the rda in guinea local cadres had opposed the break victimized
by the administration and sidelined by their own leaders they quietly rebuilt the party from the base
leftist militants their voices muted throughout most of the decade gained preeminence in 1958 when
trade unionists students the party s women s and youth wings and other grassroots actors pushed the
guinean rda to endorse a no vote thus guinea s rejection of the proposed constitution in favor of
immediate independence was not an isolated aberration rather it was the outcome of years of political
mobilization by activists who despite cold war repression ultimately pushed the guinean rda to the left
the significance of this highly original book based on previously unexamined archival records and oral
interviews with grassroots activists extends far beyond its primary subject in illuminating the guinean
case elizabeth schmidt helps us understand the dynamics of decolonization and its legacy for
postindependence nation building in many parts of the developing world examining guinean history
from the bottom up schmidt considers local politics within the larger context of the cold war making her
book suitable for courses in african history and politics diplomatic history and cold war history
ambivalent alliance convincingly defends several provocative insights into a key period in the history of
french catholicism it investigates the strange marriage of convenience from 1899 to 1939 between the
french church and the ultra rightist chauvinist monarchist and anti semitic organization called the acton
française and raises many disturbing questions why did an increasingly international church find a
narrowly patriotic group so appealing how could it endorse a movement founded by an agnostic whose
philosophy sanctioned violence and the persecution of jews and othe undesirables the twentieth century
french church was still feeling the shock waves of the french revolution assaulted from without and torn
from within regarding its role in politics challenging the views of prominent historians of the period arnal
shows that between 1899 and 1939 catholic leaders pursued a consistent strategy of political and social
conservatism whereas many regarded the church s flirtations with social democracy and its occasional
attempts to rally french catholics behind constitutional politics as proof of its progressive character arnal
sees a fundamentally reactionary continuity in church leadership pius xi did not condemn the acton
française for its fascist ideology he feared independence among catholics more than the radical right
arnal s wide ranging study brings a controversial new interpretation to the political and ecclesiastical
history of the twentieth century a union list of serials commencing publication after dec 31 1949
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no detailed description available for national elections in western europe

Histoire De L'?migration Pendant La R?volution Fran?aise
2009
this work casts light on contemporary arguments over social catholicism and the believer s role in
society by illuminating a similar dispute among french catholics during the modernist crisis 1909 1914

?tat pr?sent de la noblesse fran?aise, contenant le
dictionnaire de la noblesse contemporaine 1843
after being dominant during about a century since its invention by baudouin de courtenay at the end of
the nineteenth century morpheme is more and more replaced by lexeme in contemporary descriptive
and theoretical morphology the notion of a lexeme is usually associated with the work of p h matthews
1972 1974 who characterizes it as a lexical entity abstracting over individual inflected words over the
last three decades the lexeme has become a cornerstone of much work in both inflectional morphology
and word formation or as it is increasingly been called lexeme formation the papers in the present
volume take stock of the descriptive and theoretical usefulness of the lexeme but also adress many of
the challenges met by classical lexeme based theories of morphology

Maurice Blondel, Social Catholicism, and Action Française
2024-01-09
reprint of the original first published in 1883
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a groundbreaking history of the last days of the french empire in africa as the french public debates its
present diversity and its colonial past few remember that between 1946 and 1960 the inhabitants of
french colonies possessed the rights of french citizens moreover they did not have to conform to the
french civil code that regulated marriage and inheritance one could in principle be a citizen and
different too citizenship between empire and nation examines momentous changes in notions of
citizenship sovereignty nation state and empire in a time of acute uncertainty about the future of a
world that had earlier been divided into colonial empires frederick cooper explains how african political
leaders at the end of world war ii strove to abolish the entrenched distinction between colonial subject
and citizen they then used their new status to claim social economic and political equality with other
french citizens in the face of resistance from defenders of a colonial order africans balanced their quest
for equality with a desire to express an african political personality they hoped to combine a degree of
autonomy with participation in a larger franco african ensemble french leaders trying to hold on to a
large french polity debated how much autonomy and how much equality they could concede both sides
looked to versions of federalism as alternatives to empire and the nation state the french government
had to confront the high costs of an empire of citizens while africans could not agree with french leaders
or among themselves on how to balance their contradictory imperatives cooper shows how both france
and its former colonies backed into more national conceptions of the state than either had sought

The lexeme in descriptive and theoretical morphology
2014-07-14
france ranks as the world s third largest arms exporter and supplies arms and military technology to
over a hundred countries this book exposes the compelling aims and interests national independence
security economic welfare foreign influence grandeur that explain the nation s successes in arms
production and transfers originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Catalogue of the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City
of Baltimore 1852
reprint of the original first published in 1883
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Citizenship between Empire and Nation 2024-01-06
why is the french international relations ir discipline different from the transnational american discipline
by analysing argument structures in research articles across time this book shows how the discipline in
france is caught between the american character of the discipline and the french state as regulator of
legitimate forms of expression concretely french research arguments are less explicit about what their
propositions are and what academic discussions they draw on and add to than their transnational
american counterparts based on a comparative case study of french and american ir research from
1950 to 2011 the book is a major contribution to the meta ir literature on global regional and national
traditions of ir the challenge to the french discipline of whether and how to position itself in relation to
the evolving american discipline is in many ways exemplary for other non american national ir
disciplines and the choices as well as the structural conditions underlying the french case are relevant
to all non western disciplines the comparative analysis moreover reveals that the modern american
discipline what is considered as recognisable social science takes shape only during the 1970s the book
thus offers new knowledge about the discipline s international development as such both case and
methodology are interesting to larger audiences outside ir in the history and sociology of social science
contrastive rhetoric as well as french and cultural studies

Making and Marketing Arms 2013-06-19
lexicon grammaticorum is a biographical and bibliographical reference work on the history of all the
world s traditions of linguistics each article consists of a short definition details of the life work and
influence of the subject and a primary and secondary bibliography the authors include some of the most
renowned linguistic scholars alive today for the second edition twenty co editors were commissioned to
propose articles and authors for their areas of expertise thus this edition contains some 500 new articles
by more than 400 authors from 25 countries in addition to the completely revised 1 500 articles from
the first edition attention has been paid to making the articles more reader friendly in particular by
resolving abbreviations in the textual sections key features essential reference book for linguists
worldwide 500 new articles over 400 contributors of 25 countries

Histoire de la Revolution Francaise 1885
trying to identify abbreviated titles of journals and standard bibliographic works is a major difficulty
facing researchers and librarians in the field of classical studies this revised edition has been greatly
expanded with nearly twice the abbreviations 17 000 and bibliographic entries 12 400 as the first
edition also the greek and cyrillic abbreviations have increased by seven and four fold respectively
abbreviations for internet sites are now included as are those for associations in the broad area of
classical studies there are also more entries for eastern european and regional archaeological
publications this revised volume is divided into two parts part one consists of an alphabetical listing of
bibliographic abbreviations found in the scholarship of classical studies and related disciplines
meanwhile part two is an alphabetically arranged bibliographic descriptions for the works published in
classical studies and related disciplines special efforts were made to increase the coverage in peripheral
areas making this new edition a useful reference tool for scholars in all subjects of study in the ancient
and medieval world

Catalogue of the library of the Peabody institute of the city of
Baltimore ... 1852
in september 1958 guinea claimed its independence rejecting a constitution that would have relegated
it to junior partnership in the french community in all the french empire guinea was the only territory to
vote no orchestrating the no vote was the guinean branch of the rassemblement démocratique africain
rda an alliance of political parties with affiliates in french west and equatorial africa and the united
nations trusts of togo and cameroon although guinea s stance vis à vis the 1958 constitution has been
recognized as unique until now the historical roots of this phenomenon have not been adequately
explained clearly written and free of jargon cold war and decolonization in guinea argues that guinea s
vote for independence was the culmination of a decade long struggle between local militants and
political leaders for control of the political agenda since 1950 when rda representatives in the french
parliament severed their ties to the french communist party conservative elements had dominated the
rda in guinea local cadres had opposed the break victimized by the administration and sidelined by their
own leaders they quietly rebuilt the party from the base leftist militants their voices muted throughout
most of the decade gained preeminence in 1958 when trade unionists students the party s women s and
youth wings and other grassroots actors pushed the guinean rda to endorse a no vote thus guinea s
rejection of the proposed constitution in favor of immediate independence was not an isolated
aberration rather it was the outcome of years of political mobilization by activists who despite cold war
repression ultimately pushed the guinean rda to the left the significance of this highly original book
based on previously unexamined archival records and oral interviews with grassroots activists extends
far beyond its primary subject in illuminating the guinean case elizabeth schmidt helps us understand
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the dynamics of decolonization and its legacy for postindependence nation building in many parts of the
developing world examining guinean history from the bottom up schmidt considers local politics within
the larger context of the cold war making her book suitable for courses in african history and politics
diplomatic history and cold war history

International Relations in France 1861
ambivalent alliance convincingly defends several provocative insights into a key period in the history of
french catholicism it investigates the strange marriage of convenience from 1899 to 1939 between the
french church and the ultra rightist chauvinist monarchist and anti semitic organization called the acton
française and raises many disturbing questions why did an increasingly international church find a
narrowly patriotic group so appealing how could it endorse a movement founded by an agnostic whose
philosophy sanctioned violence and the persecution of jews and othe undesirables the twentieth century
french church was still feeling the shock waves of the french revolution assaulted from without and torn
from within regarding its role in politics challenging the views of prominent historians of the period arnal
shows that between 1899 and 1939 catholic leaders pursued a consistent strategy of political and social
conservatism whereas many regarded the church s flirtations with social democracy and its occasional
attempts to rally french catholics behind constitutional politics as proof of its progressive character arnal
sees a fundamentally reactionary continuity in church leadership pius xi did not condemn the acton
française for its fascist ideology he feared independence among catholics more than the radical right
arnal s wide ranging study brings a controversial new interpretation to the political and ecclesiastical
history of the twentieth century

Iconographie de la Flore Française 2009-06-02
a union list of serials commencing publication after dec 31 1949

L'ÉCOLE FRANÇAISE DE SPIRITUALITÉ 1867

L'éclaircissement de la Langue Française 1874

Le petit trésor de la langue Française ... 1852

Lexicon Grammaticorum 1985

Cassell's English and French Correspondence, for Boys.
(Manuel de la Correspondance Française-anglaise.).
2003-08-30

Dictionnaire Technologique Dans Les Langues Française,
Anglaise Et Allemande Renfermant Les Termes Techniques
Usités Dans Les Arts Et Métiers Et Dans L'industrie en
Général Rédigé Par Alexandre Tolhausen 1979

L'éclaircissement de la Langue Française 1832

Union List of Selected Serials in the University of Michigan
Library 1866

Dictionary of Bibliographic Abbreviations Found in the
Scholarship of Classical Studies and Related Disciplines
2007-09-25
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Paul Claudel and La Nouvelle Revue Française (1909-1918)
1968

Records and Briefs of the United States Supreme Court
1985-04-15

Bibliographie historique et critique de la présse périodique
française, ou Catalogue systématique et raisonné de tous
écrits périodiques de quelque valeur publiè ou ayant circulé
en France ... précédé d'un Essay historique et statistique sur
la naissance et les progrès de la presse périodique dans les
deux mondes par Eugène Hatin 1986

Cold War and Decolonization in Guinea, 1946–1958 1881

Irish University Press Series of British Parliamentary Papers
1903

Ambivalent Alliance 1865

New Serial Titles 1958-08

Subject Index of Modern Books Acquired 1955

Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the Library of
the British Museum in the Years 1881-1900 1960

Index to the Catalogue of Books in the Bates Hall of the
Public Library of the City of Boston 1962

Journal officiel de la République française 1917

Arctic Bibliography 1861

French Bibliographical Digest 1911

Technical Publications Announcements with Indexes

Un Artisan D'energie Francaise, Pierre de Coubertin

Index to the catalogue of books in the upper hall
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Dictionnaire Technologique Dans Les Langues Française,
Allemande Et Anglaise
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